Abstract. We compute Okounkov bodies of projective complexity-one Tvarieties with respect to two types of invariant flags. In particular, we show that the latter are rational polytopes. Moreover, using results of Dave Anderson and Nathan Ilten, we briefly exhibit explicit links to degenerations and T -deformations. Finally, we prove that the global Okounkov body of a rational projective complexity-one T -variety is rational polyhedral.
Introduction
Toric varieties and projectivized rank two toric vector bundles over toric varieties are special instances of rational complexity-one T -varieties. Fixing a torus invariant admissible flag, Robert Lazarsfeld and Mircea Mustaţȃ not only provided a description of Okounkov bodies of smooth projective toric varieties but also gave a presentation of the global Okounkov body, cf. [LM, Section 6] . José González showed that the global Okounkov body with respect to a suitable torus invariant flag for projectivized rank two toric vector bundles over smooth projective toric varieties is a rational polyhedral cone. In particular, he explicitly described the supporting hyperplanes of this cone in terms of Klyachko's filtration data of the bundle, cf. [Gon, Theorem 5.2] .
The aim of this article is to extend these results to the class of rational projective complexity-one T -varieties. In order to do so, we make use of their description in terms of so-called divisorial fans S (see (2.2)).
Let T = N ⊗ C * denote an algebraic torus that acts effectively on the rational projective complexity-one T -variety TV(S). Depending on the local structure of TV(S) around a T -fixed point x fix , we use the quotient representation of TV(S) over the curve C to construct two types (general and toric) of T -invariant admissible flags in TV(S). Furthermore, given a divisorial support function h and denoting by D h the corresponding T -invariant divisor (see (2.8)), we can put Theorem 3.9, Proposition 3.13 and Proposition 3.15 under one roof to obtain the following result:
Theorem. The Okounkov body ∆ Y• (D h ) of a T -invariant big divisor D h on a rational projective complexity-one T -variety TV(S) with respect to a general or toric flag Y • is a rational polytope.
More specifically, ∆ Y• (D h ) can be described in terms of the piecewise affine linear function h * over the polytope h both of which are closely related to h. Moreover, using a toric downgrade, we obtain new results for Okounkov bodies of toric varieties previously out of reach with purely toric methods (see Examples 3.17, 3.18) .
Having a precise description of the Okounkov bodies at hand, we proceed by investigating their relations to degenerations as constructed by Dave Anderson (see [And] ) and so-called one-parameter T -deformations which were introduced by Nathan Ilten (see [Ilt10] ). Furthermore we give two examples for which we construct T -deformations via a decomposition of the respective Okounkov body (see (4.2)).
Finally, we study the global Okounkov body of a rational projective complexityone T -variety TV (S) . Using the fact that this cone can be constructed via the graph of a continuous piecewise affine linear function over some simpler cone, we obtain the following result:
Theorem. The global Okounkov body ∆ Y• (TV(S)) of a rational projective complexity-one T -variety TV(S) with respect to a general or toric flag Y • is a rational polyhedral cone.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the necessary ingredients from the theory of complexity-one T -varieties: polyhedral divisors, marked fansy divisors, divisorial polytopes, and the description of torus invariant divisors in terms of divisorial support functions.
Section 3 forms the heart of this article. After recalling the general construction of Okounkov bodies and their description in the toric setting, we construct two types of admissible invariant flags for complexity-one T -varieties and compute Okounkov bodies with respect to these flags in terms of divisorial support functions. In particular, we derive that these convex bodies are rational polytopes.
Section 4 reviews the relation of Okounkov bodies to deformations and degenerations, as presented by Nathan Ilten [Ilt10] and Dave Anderson [And] . Several examples are used to exhibit this interplay and to illustrate the combinatorial flavor which can be associated to the respective geometric operation.
Section 5 is concerned with global Okounkov bodies of rational projective complexity-one T -varieties and provides a proof that the latter are rational polyhedral.
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Preliminaries
This section fixes some notation and introduces the language of polyhedral divisors and divisorial fans with a special focus upon complexity-one T -varieties (see [AH06, AHS08] and in particular [AIP + ] for more details). Moreover, we review the crucial notions and main results of [PS] and conclude with several examples which will also reappear in later sections.
For the rest of the paper we adopt the following conventions and notation. If not stated otherwise -K denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
-a variety means an integral, separated scheme of finite type over K.
-N denotes a lattice, i.e. a free abelian group of finite rank. Its dual Hom Z (N, Z) is usually denoted by M . Given a lattice L, we set L Q := L ⊗ Z Q and L R := L ⊗ Z R. -a cone is supposed to be pointed and polyhedral.
-we call a real-valued function f : K → R defined over some convex subset K ⊂ R k concave if f (tx 1 +(1−t)x 2 ) ≥ tf (x 1 )+(1−t)f (x 2 ) for all x 1 , x 2 ∈ K and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Polyhedral Divisors and Divisorial Fans.
Definition 2.1. A T -variety is a normal variety X together with an effective algebraic torus action T × X → X. Its complexity is defined as the codimension of a generic T -orbit.
The most prominent and best understood T -varieties are those of complexity zero. They can be described via the combinatorial language of polyhedral fans and are much better known under the name of toric varieties.
Let T be a k-dimensional affine torus ( ∼ = (C * ) k ), and let M , N denote the mutually dual, free abelian groups ( ∼ = Z k ) of characters and one-parameter subgroups, respectively. In particular, T can be recovered as T = Spec C[M ] = N ⊗ Z C * . For a polyhedral cone σ ⊆ N Q we may consider the semigroup (with respect to Minkowski addition)
where tail ∆ := {a ∈ N Q | ∆ + a ⊆ ∆} denotes the tailcone of ∆ and Pol ⊇ Pol + is the associated Grothendieck group.
On the other hand, let Y be a normal and semiprojective variety, i.e. Y → Y 0 is projective over an affine Y 0 . By CaDiv(Y ) we denote the group of Cartier divisors on Y . A Q-Cartier divisor on Y is called semiample if it has a positive, base point free multiple. For an element
with D i ∈ Pol + (N Q , σ) and effective divisors D i , we may consider its evaluations
on elements u ∈ σ ∨ . Since we always want to assume that Y is projective, we will explicitly allow ∅ ∈ Pol
We call D a p-divisor if the D(u) are semiample and, moreover, big for u ∈ relint σ ∨ . The common tailcone σ of the coefficients D i will be denoted by tail D. 2.2. Complexity-One T -Varieties. Having established the theory of affine Tvarieties for arbitrary complexity in the previous section, we will from now on restrict to complexity one (k = d − 1). This restriction comes with a lot of technical simplifications, because Y =: C becomes a smooth projective curve. For example, introducing the addition rule ∆+∅ := ∅, we may define the degree of 
The positivity assumptions imply that
Note that the latter condition is automatically fulfilled if C = P 1 . The assignment D → TV(D) from Theorem 2.2 is functorial. In particular, as was shown in [IS] , if D is a p-divisor containing some Moreover, the subsets deg D tail D glue to a subset deg S | tail S| ⊆ N Q . Roughly speaking, we understand that S = i S i ⊗ D i . Yet, to keep the full information of the divisorial fan S one needs a labeling of the S i -cells indicating the p-divisor they come from. However, following [IS] , the technical description can be reduced considerably since one may eventually forget about the labeling. Instead, one only needs to mark those cones tail D i inside tail S which have nonempty deg D i . The marked cones together with the formal sum S = i S i ⊗ D i then yield a marked fansy divisor associated with the divisorial fan S, cf. (2.4).
Toric Downgrades.
A handy technique to generate instructive examples is to consider toric varieties with an effective subtorus action (cf. [AHS08, Section 5]). Let TV(Σ) be a (complete) d-dimensional toric variety with embedded torus T N . Fixing a subtorus T N ′ ֒→ T N then corresponds to an exact sequence of lattices
, where Σ ′ is an arbitrary smooth projective fan Σ ′ refining the images P (δ) of all cones δ ∈ Σ. Then every cone σ ∈ Σ(d) gives rise to a p-divisor D σ . Namely, for each ray ρ ′ ∈ Σ ′ (1), let n ρ ′ denote its primitive generator and set
Example 2.3. We consider the n'th Hirzebruch surface F n as a K * -surface via the following maps of lattices
The slices of the divisorial fan S which arise from this downgrade are illustrated in Figure 1 . More specifically, we have that
2.4. Marked Fansy Divisors. A marked fansy divisor on a curve C is a formal sum Ξ =
together with a complete fan Σ ⊂ N Q and a subset C ⊂ Σ such that Figure 1 . Divisorial fan associated to F n , cf. Example 2.3.
(1) for all P ∈ Y , the coefficient Ξ P is a complete polyhedral subdivision of N Q with tail Ξ P = Σ. (2) for a cone σ ∈ C of full dimension the p-divisor
is proper where D σ P denotes the unique polyhedron in Ξ P whose tailcone is equal to σ.
(3) for a full dimensional cone σ ∈ C and a face τ ≺ σ we have that τ ∈ C if and only if deg
The elements of C ⊂ Σ are called marked cones. Given a marked fansy divisor Ξ on the curve C one can construct a complete divisorial fan S with Ξ(S) = Ξ. Moreover, two divisorial fans S 1 , S 2 with Ξ(S 1 ) = Ξ(S 2 ) yield the same T -variety TV(S 1 ) = TV(S 2 ), cf. [IS, Proposition 1.6] .
Conversely, one can easily associate a marked fansy divisor to a given divisorial fan S by setting
Note that the elements of C(S) capture the information of which orbits are identified via the contraction r : TV(S) → TV(S).
Example 2.4. The marked fansy divisor for F n as depicted in Example 2.3 consists of the following data:
2.5. Divisorial Polytopes. Following [IS] , we also briefly recall the description of polarized complexity-one T -varieties in terms of divisorial polytopes. This correspondence is a generalization of the relation between polarized projective toric varieties and lattice polytopes. A divisorial polytope (Ψ, , C) consists of a lattice polytope ⊂ M Q , a smooth projective curve C, and a map
with concave piecewise affine linear "coordinate" functions Ψ P : → Q such that (1) for all but finitely many P ∈ C we have that Ψ P ≡ 0.
(2) deg Ψ(u) > 0 for u in the interior of ; (3) for u a vertex of , deg Ψ(u) > 0 or Ψ(u) ∼ 0; (4) for all P ∈ C the graph of Ψ P is integral, i.e. its vertices lie in M × Z.
See [IS, Section 3] for a description how to construct a marked fansy divisor Ξ(Ψ) from a triple (Ψ, , C). The crucial fact about this construction is that it provides us with a one-to-one correspondence between divisorial polytopes and pairs (X, L) of complexity-one T varieties X with an equivariant ample line bundle L via the map
2.6. Invariant Weil Divisors. For more details on the current subject we refer the reader to [PS, Section 3] . Let D be a p-divisor on the curve C. The elements of the set of invariant prime divisors in TV(D) split into two different types. On the one hand, we have the so-called vertical divisors
They are associated with prime divisors P ∈ C together with a vertex v ∈ D P . On the other hand, there are the so-called horizontal divisors 2.7. Divisor Classes. We keep the notation from (2.6) and denote by K(C) the function field of C. The ring of semi-invariant, i.e. M -homogeneous rational functions on TV(S) is then given by K(C) [M ] . For v ∈ N Q let µ(v) be the smallest integer k ≥ 1 such that k · v is a lattice point and denote by n ρ the primitive generator of the ray ρ. According to [PS, Proposition 3.14] 
where, if focused on TV(D), one is again supposed to omit all prime divisors being contracted. Let S = P ∈P 1 S P ⊗ [P ] be a complete divisorial fan on C = P 1 . In particular, deg S | tail S| = N Q . Choose a non-empty finite set of points P ⊆ P 1 such that S p is trivial (i.e. S P = tail S) for P ∈ P 1 \ P. For a vertex v from some slice of S we denote by P (v) ∈ P 1 the point which is associated to the slice we have taken v from. Let us furthermore define V := {v ∈ S P (0) | P ∈ P} and the following two natural maps p(v) ) and e(ρ) → 0 ,
with e(v) and e(ρ) denoting the natural basis vectors. Deducing from (2.6) that Z (V∪R) ∨ ⊂ T-Div(TV(S)), the discussion from above implies that one has the following exact sequence describing the class group Cl(TV(S)) of a complete rational complexity-one T variety TV(S) (see also [AP, Corollary 2.3] ):
where the first map is induced from (Q, φ).
With a view towards upcoming examples we finally recall that the canonical class of TV(S) can be represented as
where K C is a representative of the canonical divisor on C (cf. [PS, Theorem 3.21] ).
2.8. Invariant Cartier Divisors. Let S be a divisorial fan on the curve C. A divisorial support function on S is a collection (h P ) P ∈C of continuous piecewise affine linear functions h P : |S P | → Q such that
(1) h P has integral slope and integral translation on every polyhedron in the polyhedral complex S P ⊂ N Q . (2) all h P have the same linear part =: h. (3) the set of points P ∈ C for which h P differs from h is finite. Observe that we may restrict an element h P ∈ SF(S P ) to a subcomplex of S P . More generally, we may restrict a divisorial support function h ∈ SF(S) to a pdivisor D ∈ S. The latter restriction will be denoted by h| D .
In addition, we can associate a divisorial support function SF(D) to any Cartier divisor D ∈ CaDiv(C) by setting SF(D) P ≡ coeff P (D). Moreover, we can consider any element u ∈ M as a divisorial support function by setting SF(u) P ≡ u. Let TV(S) be a complexity-one T -variety and denote by T-CaDiv(TV(S)) the free abelian group of T -invariant Cartier divisors on TV(S). Proposition 3.10 from [PS] states that T-CaDiv(TV(S)) ∼ = CaSF(S) as free abelian groups. Thus, we will often identify an element h ∈ CaSF(S) with its induced T -invariant Cartier divisor D h via this correspondence. Finally, we recall that the Weil divisor associated to a given Cartier divisor h = (h P ) P on TV(S) is equal to
2.9. Global Sections. Consider an invariant Cartier divisor D h together with its associated equivariant line bundle O(D h ) on TV(S). Due to the torus action we have an M -module structure on the K-vector space of global sections which decomposes into homogeneous summands with respect to the elements of the character lattice
The so-called set of weights of D h is defined as
We will now see how to bound W (h) by a polyhedron which is defined via h ∈ CaSF(S) and how to describe the homogeneous sections of a fixed weight u ∈ M in terms of rational functions on the curve C.
Definition 2.7. Given a Cartier support function h = (h P ) P on S with linear part h we define its associated weight polyhedron as
where min v∈SP (u−h P ) denotes the minimal value of the continuous piecewise linear function u − h P along the vertices of S P .
The weight polyhedron captures the restriction of h to the generic fiber TV(tail S). It is compact if and only if S is complete, and its tailcone is given as the intersection of the dual cones of the elements in tail S. Given a Cartier divisor D h ∈ T-CaDiv(S) with linear part h we have the following description of its global sections (cf. [PS, Proposition 3 .23]):
(1) W (h) is a subset of h .
(2) For a character u ∈ h we have that
2.10. Examples.
Example 2.8. We consider the downgrade of the second Hirzebruch surface F 2 as described in Example 2.3 together with the line bundle L = O(D) given through the following generators of the global sections over the affine charts U σi :
Note that L is very ample and defines an embedding into P 5 . One can describe the embedding by a polytope P D ⊂ M Q = Q 2 which is the convex hull of the u σi . It contains six lattice points which form a basis of the K-vector space Γ(F 2 , L), cf. Figure 2 (a). Using the toric downgrade construction from (2.3), one finds that
On the whole, they sum up to a six dimensional vector space as expected from the toric picture. The corresponding graphs of h * 0 and h * ∞ are shown in Figure  2 Example 2.9. The divisorial fan associated to the smooth quadric Q = TV(S) in P 4 as presented in [Süß, Example 1.10 ] is given in Figure 3 . Note that Q is Fano, i.e. −K Q is ample. The associated tailfan Σ and degree deg S are given in Figure  4 . All maximal p-divisors have complete locus, i.e. R = ∅ and all rays in the tailfan are marked. Let us consider the the anti-canonical divisor which may be represented as 3D [∞] ,(1/2,1/2) . The weight polytope h associated to the corresponding support function h is given in Figure 5 (a). Example 2.10. We consider the smooth projective complexity-one Fano T -threefold P(Ω P 2 ) from [AHS08, section 8.5]. The non-trivial slices of its divisorial fan S over P 1 are illustrated in Figure 6 , whereas Σ = tail S and deg S are given in Figure 7 . As in the previous example, all maximal p-divisors have complete locus, i.e. R = ∅ and all rays in the tailfan are marked.
Again, we consider the ample anti-canonical divisor K P(Ω P 2 ) and use K P 1 = −2[0] as a representative of the canonical divisor on P 1 . We obtain that
The weight polytope of the corresponding support function is pictured in Figure  5 (b). . Non-trivial slices of S(P(Ω P 2 )), cf. Example 2.10. . Tailfan and degree of S P(Ω P 2 ) , cf. Example 2.10.
Okounkov Bodies
The aim of this section is to compute Okounkov bodies of complexity-one Tvarieties. After recalling the general construction and some results from toric geometry, we construct two types of admissible flags in the complexity-one setting and describe the associated Okounkov bodies. Furthermore, we compute them for various examples.
If not stated otherwise all divisors in this section are supposed to be Cartier.
3.1. Construction. In a series of papers [Oko96, Oko03] on log-concavity of multiplicities Andrei Okounkov gave a procedure to associate a convex set to a linear system on a projective variety. Although Okounkov essentially worked in the setting of ample line bundles, the construction works perfectly well for big divisor classes. Robert Lazarsfeld and Mircea Mustaţȃ thoroughly studied this setting and recovered many fundamental results from the asymptotic theory of linear series, cf. [LM] . Let us now briefly recall the construction of the so-called Okounkov body as presented in [LM, Section 1] . Denote by X a projective variety of dimension d and fix a flag 
by an inductive procedure. Restricting to a suitable open neighborhood of the smooth point Y d , we may assume that Y i+1 is a Cartier divisor on
To begin with, we set ν 1 (s) = ord Y1 (s) where ord Y1 (s) denotes the vanishing order of s along Y 1 . In other words, it is equal to ord Y1 (div(s) + D). By choosing a local equation for Y 1 in X, our section s determines in a natural way a section
) and we set ν 2 (s) = ord Y2 (s 1 ). We can define the remaining ν i (s) analogously and thus obtain the valuation vector (
Observe that the valuation-like function ν Y•,· has the following properties:
Working with a fixed divisor D we will often simply write 
By construction, we have that
If D is nef this quantity is equal to the top self-intersection number D d , see [Laz04, p. 148 
for some k ∈ Z ≥1 such that k · ξ ∈ N 1 (X). Using the correspondence between Cartier divisors and line bundles on X, we will sometimes switch notation from
Note that Okounkov bodies may very well be non-polyhedral, and even when polyhedral they often are not rational, cf. [LM, ]. Nonetheless, a very nice feature is that the set of Okounkov bodies ∆ Y• (ξ) for all big rational classes ξ ∈ N 1 (X) Q fit together to a global convex object. 
By construction the global Okounkov body projects to the pseudoeffective cone
which is the closure of the big cone Big(X). (1) Given any big equivariant line bundle L on TV(Σ), let D be the unique T -invariant divisor such that L ≃ O(D) and its restriction to the affine chart U σ is trivial. Then we have that 
3.3. Two Types of Invariant Flags for Complexity-One T -Varieties. Let TV(S) be a projective T -variety of complexity one which contains at least one smooth point x fix that is fixed under the torus action. The aim of this section is to construct T -invariant admissible flags Y • in TV(S) with Y d = x fix which will then be used for the computation of Okounkov bodies. As before, we denote by P ⊂ C a non-empty finite set of points in C such that the slice S Q over a point Q ∈ C \ P is trivial. Definition 3.5. A point Q ∈ C \ P is called general.
A slice S Q for a general point Q ∈ C is equal to Σ := tail S, meaning that the fiber of the quotient map π : TV(S) → C is equal to the toric variety TV(Σ). In particular it is reduced and irreducible (cf. [AH06, Section 7] ).
In the following, we will present the construction of several types of admissible T -invariant flags in TV(S) which will depend upon the choice of a smooth fixed point x fix ∈ TV(S).
General Flags. G 1 We assume that x fix lies over a general point Q ∈ Y and that the maximal cone σ fix ∈ Σ corresponding to x fix is not marked, i.e. σ fix / ∈ C(S) (see (2.4)). We set Y 1 := r(π −1 (Q)) ∼ = TV(Σ) and proceed as in the toric case for the remaining elements of the flag. Namely, we label the rays in the smooth cone σ fix from 1 to d − 1, i.e. σ fix (1) = {ρ 1 , . . . , ρ d−1 } and we define ∆ F (k) := ρ 1 , . . . , ρ k . Thus, we see that ∆ F (k) corresponds to a T -orbit of codimension k in Y 1 which allows us to define
It is not hard to see that such a flag is admissible.
G 2 We assume that the maximal cone σ fix ∈ Σ corresponding to x fix is marked, i.e. σ fix ∈ C(S) and smooth. Hence, we can now proceed as in the construction of an admissible flag of type G 1 by picking a general point Q and identifying x fix with the orbit that corresponds to the cone σ fix ∈ tail S = S Q .
Toric Flags. T 1 We assume that the maximal cone σ fix ∈ Σ corresponding to x fix is not marked and that x fix lies over a point P ∈ P. Since x fix is smooth we are in a formal-locally toric situation. Indeed, after a suitable refinement of the invariant covering, we can assume that x fix is contained in an affine open subset TV(D σ fix ) ⊂ TV(S) for a p-divisor D σ fix with locus contained in (Y \ P) ∪ {P } and tailfan σ fix . According to [Süß, Theorem 3 .3], we have that TV(D σ fix ), x fix is formally isomorphic to the smooth affine toric variety TV(δ fix ), orb(δ fix ) with
The rays of δ fix are given through the vertices of D σ fix P in height 1 and the rays of the tailcone σ fix in height 0. The admissible flag then arises as in the toric setting by an enumeration of the rays of δ fix , cf. (3.2).
T 2 We assume that the maximal cone σ fix ∈ Σ corresponding to x fix is marked. Since x fix is smooth we are in a Zariski-locally toric situation. Indeed, according to [Süß, Proposition 3 
.1] we have an affine open T -invariant subset TV(D
. Thus, after adding a principal p-divisor, we may assume that D σ fix ∈ S is equal to the r.h.s. Hence, we see that TV(D σ fix ) is isomorphic to the smooth affine toric variety TV(δ fix ) with
The rays of δ fix are given through the vertices of D σ fix P1 and D σ fix P2 . In particular, we have a natural upgrade of the torus action. We now construct an admissible flag as in the toric setting by numbering the rays of δ fix . Remark 3.6. a) If the maximal cone σ fix corresponding to the smooth fixed point x fix is marked then we must have that C = P 1 (see [Süß, Proposition 3 .1]). b) Considering a toric variety TV(Σ) as a complexity-one T -variety via the downgrade method we presented in (2.3), it is not hard to check that the admissible invariant flags constructed above comprise those which are invariant under the original (big) torus action. c) Note that the existence of one admissible general flag implies the existence of a one parameter family of these since Q may be chosen from P 1 \ P.
The subsequent lemma by José González (cf. [Gon, Lemma 4.5] ) is an important ingredient for the computation of Okounkov bodies in T -invariant settings.
Lemma 3.7. Let X be an affine T -variety together with an admissible flag Y • :
For a rational function g ∈ K(X) that decomposes as g = g uj into homogeneous components with respect to elements u j ∈ M , we have that
It is indeed not hard to check that our construction of general and toric flags allows for a reduction to the setting of the above lemma. 3.4. Okounkov Bodies for General Flags. Let us recall some notions which were introduced in (2.9). Given a T -invariant Cartier divisor D h on TV(S) we denote by D h the Cartier divisor which is defined on TV(tail S) via the linear part of h. Furthermore, we have the map 
, where φ R is equal to the map which was introduced in the toric setting of (3.2). 
Proof. Note that
Let us first prove the inclusion " ⊂ ". It is enough to show that 1 m ν(s) is an element of the r.h.s. for any homogeneous non-zero section s ∈ Γ(TV(S), O(D mh )) and any m ≥ 1. We write s = f χ u where u = φ −1 R (w) denotes the weight of s and f ∈ K(P 1 ). Due to convexity and the results in the toric setting for Y i≥1 , it is enough to show that
Since D h is normalized we have that h * Q ≡ 0 and ν 1 (s) = ord Q (f ) ≥ 0. Furthermore, ν 1 (s) is bounded above by P ∈C ⌊(mh) * P (u)⌋. Thus, we arrive at
For the other inclusion, consider a point (x, w) ∈ Q × Q d−1 of the r.h.s., i.e.
for some u ∈ h . Due to convexity and the fact that x ≤ deg h * (u) with u = φ −1 Q (w) it is enough to show that (deg h * (u), w) ∈ l.h.s. Since we only have finitely many non-trivial slices, each of which is a finite subdivision of N Q , there exists a natural number N such that N h ∋ N u ∈ M , and (N h) * P (N u) is an integer for every P ∈ P. So the round-down is no longer necessary and we have
But then we can find a sequence of positive integral multiples k i N of N and homogeneous sections
which completes the proof.
Thus, Theorem 3.9 also relates divisorial polytopes (Ψ, , C) to Okounkov bodies Remark 3.11. a) Fixing a big T -invariant divisor D h together with an enumeration of the rays of σ fix , Theorem 3.9 also shows that all resulting Okounkov bodies are identical since there is no dependence on Q ∈ C \ P. b) Recall that the correspondence between divisorial polytopes and polarized projective complexity-one T -varieties generalizes the correspondence between lattice polytopes and polarized projective toric varieties. In the same vein Corollary 3.10 generalizes Proposition 3.4.
Okounkov Bodies for Toric Flags. Let TV(S) be a projective T -variety of complexity one together with a fixed toric flag
where D i is the Weil divisor in TV(S) which is associated to the i'th ray of the cone δ fix arising from Y • .
3.5.1. Using a Toric Flag of Type T 1 . Recall that x fix lies over a point P ∈ P and the associated cone σ fix is not marked. Embedding D σ fix P into {1} × N Q , we obtain a smooth cone δ fix ⊂ Q × N Q . Since D h is normalized, a global section f χ u ∈ Γ(TV(S), O(D h )) u turns into the rational function of weight [ord P f, u] ∈ Z × M where Z × M is the character lattice of the big torus acting upon TV(δ fix ). In addition, we define
where n i is the primitive generator of the i-th ray of δ fix fixed by the flag Y • . Note the similarity to the map used in (3.2). The next statement now follows easily from the toric discussion and the definition of ν Y•,D h .
Lemma 3.12. Let TV(S) and Y • be as above.
where the last summand vanishes if D h is normalized. 
which is induced by the ordered set of primitive generators of the rays of δ fix , i.e. an element w ∈ W (h) gives us
In particular, ∆ Y• (D h ) is again a rational polytope.
Proof. The proof is essentially analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.9.
3.5.2. Using a Toric Flag of Type T 2 . For the computation of the Okounkov body with respect to an admissible flag of type T 2 we assume that
Again, the latter lattice is the character lattice of the big torus that acts upon TV(δ fix ). With the very same notation as in the previous section, we define
.
This gives us
Lemma 3.14. Let TV(S) and Y • be as above. For a T -invariant divisor D h on TV(S) we have that
is also a rational polytope.
Proof. Replacing P by P 1 the proof is identical to the proof of Proposition 3.13.
3.6. Examples.
3.6.1. Revisiting Toric Geometry. Considering a toric variety TV(Σ) with big torus T , we may downgrade to a torus action of complexity one where we denote the smaller torus by T ′ . It turns out that the set of T ′ -invariant admissible flags we have described in the previous section is much bigger than the set of admissible flags which are invariant under the action of the big torus T . Indeed, we essentially have a one-parameter family of choices for a general flag (depending on the choice of the point Q ∈ P 1 \ P) whereas, in the toric setting, we are restricted to the flags which are associated to the finite (and possibly empty) set of T -fixed points, cf. (3.2). This means, for example, that we will now be able to compute Okounkov bodies even if there is no smooth T -invariant fixed point at all (see Example 3.18). Moreover, computations of Okounkov bodies for a line bundle O(D) with respect to some general T ′ -invariant flags can yield convex bodies that differ considerably from P D .
In the following, we will illustrate a few new features of Okounkov bodies associated to ample line bundles on some genuinely toric K * -surfaces.
Example 3.16. We return to our Example 2.3 and consider the n'th Hirzebruch surface F n as a K * -surface together with the ample line bundle L = O(D ρ2 + D ρ3 ). Our aim is to perform computations with respect to all flags discussed so far.
The Toric Setting. The toric Okounkov body ∆ Z• (L) with respect to the flag
then is given by the polytope which is pictured in Figure 8(a) .
A General Flag of Type G 1 . To give such a flag, we choose a parabolic fixed point x fix represented by the interval [0 ∞) in the slice S Q for Q ∈ P 1 \ {0, ∞}. Then we define Z
Note that D h = D ρ2 +D ρ3 already is normalized with respect to Z 1
• . Using Theorem 3.9, an easy calculation then shows that
A General Flag of Type G 2 . We consider a general point Q ∈ P 1 \ {0, ∞} together with the flag Z 2
Note that (Q, (−∞ 0]) corresponds to the elliptic fixed point. We take D h = (n + 1)D ρ0 + D ρ1 which is linear equivalent to D ρ2 + D ρ3 and normalized with respect to Z 2
• . An easy computation then shows that
A Toric Flag of Type T 1 . Let us consider an admissible flag of type T 1 which is associated to the hyperbolic fixed point x fix represented by the interval [−1/n 0] in the slice S 0 . Numbering the rays of δ fix by (r 1 , r 2 ) := Q ≥0 (1, 0), Q ≥0 (n, −1) , we set Z
. Using linear equivalence, we pass from D ρ2 + D ρ3 to D h := D ρ0 + D ρ3 to obtain a divisor which is normalized with respect to Z 3
• . The graphs of the functions h * 0 and h * ∞ are given in Figure 9 . Furthermore, we compute that
Translating W (h) via (n r1 , n r2 ) gives us
Moreover, it is not hard to check that flags of type T 1 with respect to the parabolic fixed points over 0 or ∞ yield identical Okounkov bodies.
(0, 0) (0, 1) (n + 1, 1)
(0, 0)
(1, 1) (n + 2, 0) A Toric Flag of Type T 2 . Finally, we compute the Okounkov body for a flag of type T 2 with respect to the elliptic fixed point x fix . First, we order the rays of the induced cone δ fix by (r 1 , r 2 ) := Q ≥0 (1, −1), Q ≥0 (−1, 0) and set
and normalized with respect to Z 4
• . With these data we compute W (h) = conv{(0, −n − 1), (0, 0), (−1, −n − 1), (−1, −n)} and obtain
Concluding Remark. This particular downgrade did not give us any "new" polytopes. Indeed, one easily checks that all of them can be transformed into ∆ Z• (L) by an affine lattice isomorphism.
Example 3.17. In contrast to Example 2.3, we now choose the subtorus action which arises from the following data:
The associated divisorial fan is given in Figure 11 . Furthermore, let Q ∈ P 1 \{0, ∞} be a general point and fix the following general flag of type G 1 :
See Figure 10 for the graphs of h * P and the right hand polytope in Figure 8 for a picture of the resulting Okounkov body ∆ Y• (L). Observe that this polytope corresponds to the toric variety P(1, 1, n + 2).
Example 3.18. We consider the projective toric surface TV(Σ) whose primitive generators of the rays are given in the following list: Figure 10 . Graphs of h * 0 and h * ∞ , cf. Example 3.17. Since all of its fixed points are singular we cannot find an admissible flag as chosen in the toric setting of (3.2). Nevertheless, we may perform a downgrade and choose the subtorus action that comes from
The associated divisorial fan is given in Figure 12 . Next, we consider the ample line bundle L = O(2D ρ2 + 2D ρ3 ) which is given by the following generators of the global sections over the affine charts U σi :
Let Q ∈ P 1 \ {0, ∞} and fix the following general flag of type G 1 :
Invoking Theorem 3.9, we see that ∆ Y• (L) is equal to conv{(0, 0), (0, 2), (1, 0), (1, 2)}.
3.6.2. The Anti-Canonical Bundle on P(Ω P 2 ). A Toric Flag. For the construction of a toric flag of type T 2 , we consider the p-divisor D σ fix whose tailcone σ fix is generated by the rays (1, 0) and (1, 1). Note that the polyhedral coefficient D ∞ is trivial. Hence, we have that TV(D σ fix ) = TV(δ fix ) = A 3 with δ fix being spanned by the rays ρ 1 , ρ 2 and ρ 3 whose primitive generators are (1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1) and (−1, 1, 0), respectively. We also take this enumeration for the definition of our flag, i.e.
An easy calculation according to Proposition 3.15 shows that ∆ Y• (−K X ) ⊂ R 3 is the convex polytope whose vertices are represented as the columns of the following Interchanging the y and z-axes and scaling with the factor 1/2 gives us the same polytope which was computed in [Gon, Example 6.1] . A General Flag. Let Q ∈ P 1 \ {0, 1, ∞}. We consider the maximal cone spanned by the rays δ 1 = Q ≥0 · (1, 0) and δ 2 = Q ≥0 · (1, 1) together with the induced general flag of type G 2 :
Applying Theorem 3.9, we obtain that 3.6.3. The Anti-Canonical Bundle on the Smooth Quadric. Recall from Example 2.9 that every maximal cone in the tailfan S(Q) is marked and singular. Hence, we may only construct a toric flag of type T 2 . So let us consider the p-divisor D σ fix whose tailcone σ fix is generated by the rays (1, 1) and (1, −1). Note that the polyhedral coefficient D 1 is trivial. Hence, we have that X(D σ fix ) = TV(δ fix ) = A 3 with δ fix being spanned by the rays ρ 1 , ρ 2 and ρ 3 whose primitive generators are (1, 0, 0), (1, 0, −1) and (−2, 1, 1), respectively. We also take this enumeration for the definition of our flag, i.e.
An easy calculation now shows that
whose normal fan corresponds to P(1, 1, 2, 2).
Degenerations and Deformations
4.1. Anderson's Approach. We will use our results from the previous section to investigate toric degenerations with a focus upon Dave Anderson's article [And] . Let us first recall some notions and notation from loc. cit. Let K denote a field (which we always think of as a function field K(X) over K) and equip Z d with the lexicographic order. We fix a Z d -valuation ν on K. For a finite-dimensional K-subspace V ⊂ K we denote by V m ⊂ K the subspace which is spanned by elements of the form f 1 · · · f m with f i ∈ V . Furthermore, we set
which is a graded semigroup. By cone Γ(V ) ⊂ R × R d we mean the closure of the convex hull of Γ(V ).
Following [KK] , one may define the Newton-Okounkov body of V as
) be a polarized rational Q-factorial projective T -variety of complexity one which is associated to the divisorial polytope (Ψ, , P 1 ). Furthermore, fix a general or toric flag Y • in X. As above, we set V := Γ(X, L) and ν := ν Y• . Then the associated semigroup Γ := Γ ν (V ) is finitely generated.
Proof. According to [And, Lemma 2.2] it is enough to show that cone(Γ) is generated by Γ ∩ ({1} × Z n ). But since we are in the rational case (C = P 1 ) it is not hard to see that
consists exactly of the m-fold sums of elements in ν Y• (V \ 0). Hence, ∆(V ) = conv {1} × ν Y• (V \ 0) which is a lattice polytope.
Proposition 4.2. Let (X, L) be as in Lemma 4.1 and fix an integer m > 0 such that mL becomes very ample. The image of X under the linear system |mL| then admits a flat degeneration to the not necessarily normal toric variety
whose normalization is the toric variety associated to ∆(V ).
Proof. See [And, Theorem 5.4 ].
We conclude this section with a result on degenerations of rational Q-factorial projective K * -surfaces. Recall that a point v in a convex set K in a real vector space V is called extremal if it does not lie on a compact line segment contained in K.
Proposition 4.3. Allowing for normalization after each degeneration step, every rational Q-factorial projective K * -surface X degenerates to a weighted projective space.
Proof. We may assume that X is toric with Picard rank ≥ 2. Choosing an invariant ample divisor D and considering ∂P D as a circular graph whose vertices are the extremal points of P D , we can find two extremal points u 1 , u 2 ∈ P D of distance 2, i.e. there is exactly one extremal point in between. In the next step, we choose a primitive generator v of (u 1 − u 2 ) ⊥ ⊂ N to define a downgrade via the exact sequence
It follows that there is at least one elliptic fixed point x fix (corresponding to the unique extremal point in between u 1 and u 2 ). We continue by constructing a general flag Y • of type B 1 with respect to x fix . The resulting Okounkov body ∆ Y• (D) then has one extremal point less than P D since u 1 and u 2 lie in the same fiber with respect to v
Hence, the Picard rank drops and we may proceed by induction. 4.2. Ilten's Approach. The previous section focused on degenerations. Now, we reverse our point of view and investigate the link between "decompositions" of Okounkov bodies and T -deformations. For the development and detailed treatment of the latter we refer the reader to [Ilt10] . In the following, we briefly recall the fundamental notion of Section 7.3 in loc. cit.
We begin by recalling the notion of a decomposition of a divisorial polytope, cf. [Ilt10, Definition 7.3 .1]. Let Ψ : → Div Q P 1 be a divisorial polytope. An α-admissible one-parameter decomposition of Ψ consists of two piecewise affine functions Ψ Example 4.5. We return to Example 3.17 to construct a T -deformation with special fiber P(1, 1, n + 2) and general fiber F n in terms of an α-admissible oneparameter decomposition of ∆ Y• (D h ), cf. [Ilt10, Section 7.3] . To do so, we identify the Okounkov body with the divisorial polytope
It is not hard to see that Ψ yields P(1, 1, n + 2) together with the ample line bundle
Example 4.6. Let us consider the Okounkov body ∆ Y• (−K Q ) of the (ample) anti-canonical bundle on the smooth quadric in P 4 with respect to a toric flag of type T 2 . It is now not hard to construct two decompositions of the latter such that there is a T -deformation with special fiber X * = P(1, 1, 2, 2) and general fiber Q which arises from the concatenation of these two decompositions.
Global Okounkov Bodies
Before stating the main theorem of this section, we give a short description of the pseudo-effective cone Eff(TV(S)) of a rational projective complexity-one T -variety TV(S).
As in toric geometry, there is an exact sequence describing the divisor class group Cl(TV(S)) of a complete rational complexity-one T -variety TV(S). We denote by P ⊂ P 1 the set of points with non-trivial slices S P . Then we have that
. Thus, we see that Eff(TV(S)) = pr(R V∪R ≥0 ) ⊂ Cl(TV(S)) R . By definition it is rational polyhedral. Indeed, after choosing a basis in every of these lattices, the maps ι and pr become integer matrices. . Using these data, we construct a piecewise linear object T (v, b, λ) ⊂ R k in the following way:
It is now not hard to see that a concave function f : R k → R which is affine linear on T (v, b, λ) is also affine linear on the convex hull conv T (v, b, λ).
Definition 5.2. Consider a set T := T (v, b, λ) ⊂ R k as constructed above, and define
where S k−1 (v, ǫ) denotes the sphere of radius 0 < ǫ ≪ 1 around v ∈ R k . The sphere is supposed to be small enough such that no other extremal point of conv T apart from v is contained in the ball B(v, ǫ).
Lemma 5.3. Let P ⊂ R k be a k-dimensional polytope and f : P → R ≥0 a nonnegative concave function. Assume that the set
over any line segment S ⊂ P is a polytope. Then
is also a polytope.
Crucial input in the following proof was provided by Christian Haase.
Proof. An element v of P is called a vertex if and only if (v, f (v) ) is an extremal point of Q S for all line segments S ⊂ P containing v. Then Q will be the convex hull of
since Q is the convex hull of its extremal points which are, by definition, all contained in V . To see this, recall that a point of a convex set is called extremal if it does not lie in the middle of a compact line segment contained within this set.
We are left to show that the set of vertices is isolated in Q. So let v ∈ P be a vertex, and denote by L v ⊂ S k−1 the compact subset of directions from v which see other points of P , and define S l := P ∩ {v + κl | 0 ≤ κ < ∞} for l ∈ L v . Next we set r v (l) := min{α > 0 | (v + αl, f (v + αl)) = (v, f (v)) is an extremal point of Q S l } .
Showing that there is an ǫ > 0 such that r v (l) ≥ ǫ for all l ∈ L v will complete the proof, since vertices must appear as extremal points on some Q S l . So let us consider a direction l 1 ∈ L v , and set λ 1 = r v (l). From v 1 := v + λ1 2 l we can proceed along a direction l 2 ∈ (l 1 ) ⊥ to set λ 2 := r v1 (l 2 ), and v 2 = v 1 + λ2 2 l 2 . Again, we can walk along a direction l 3 ∈ ( l 1 + l 2 ) ⊥ with λ 3 = r v2 (l 3 ). Iterating this procedure, we finally obtain an object T (l) = T (v, λ(l)) on which f will be affine linear. So by the discussion from above it will be affine linear on the whole k-dimensional polytope conv T (l).
Doing this for all elements l ∈ L v gives us an infinite covering of L v by S k−1 T (l) . Since L v is compact we can choose a finite number of these to provide a covering. Therefore we can also find an ǫ > 0 such that there is no vertex v ′ ∈ P with d (v, f (v)), (v ′ , f (v ′ )) < ǫ.
5.2.
Proof of Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.4. Before going into the details, we would like to make some identifications.
Elements of the rational pseudo-effective cone Eff(TV(S)) Q := Eff(TV(S)) ∩ N 1 (TV(S)) Q will be denoted by ξ. Having fixed a general or toric flag Y • in TV(S), the rational polytopes ξ and W (ξ) are defined as h and W (h), respectively, for the unique normalized Q-Cartier divisor D h with [D h ] = ξ. In the same vein, for every P ∈ P 1 we define the map ξ * P : ξ → Q as the map h * P : h → Q. Apart from these identifications we will also make use of the following linear map γ : N 1 (TV(S)) Q → N 1 (TV(tail S)) Q , ξ → γ(ξ) = ξ , whose image of Eff(TV(S)) Q lies inside Eff(TV(tail S)) Q .
Let us now proceed to the proof.
Let Y • be a general flag and denote by E ⊂ Q d−1 ⊕ N 1 (TV(S)) Q the cone over Eff(TV(S)) Q with fiber φ Q ( ξ ). Its closure E in R ) from E by considering the graph of h * . Namely, we have that ∆ Y• (TV(S)) is equal to the closure of
Observe that the map
is concave and linear on rays, i.e.
h Eff (λ · (u, ξ)) = λ · h Eff (u, ξ) , λ ≥ 0.
We claim that this map varies piecewise affine linearly along any compact line segment S(c 1 , c 2 ) = {λc 1 + (1 − λ)c 2 | 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1} ⊂ E between two distinct points c 1 = (u 1 , ξ 1 ), c 2 = (u 2 , ξ 2 ) ∈ E ⊂ Q d−1 ⊕ N 1 (TV(S)) Q with only a finite number of breaks in the linear structure. Note that it is enough to check this for a single summand (λξ 1 + (1 − λ)ξ 2 ) * P (λu 1 + (1 − λ)u 2 ) for an arbitrary but fixed point P ∈ P 1 . Recall that h * P (u) = min{u(v) − h P (v) | v ∈ S P (0)}. where u − h P is a piecewise affine linear function on N Q and S P (0) is a finite set. Note that there exists a real number ǫ > 0 such that, for 0 ≤ λ, µ ≤ 1, the functions λu 1 +(1−λ)u 2 −(λ(ξ 1 ) P +(1−λ)(ξ 2 ) P ) and µu 1 +(1−µ)u 2 −(µ(ξ 1 ) P +(1−µ)(ξ 2 ) P ) attain their minimum at the same vertex v ∈ S P (0) whenever |λ − µ| < ǫ. Hence, we can partition the line segment S(c 1 , c 2 ) into a finite number of segments along which (λξ 1 + (1 − λ)ξ 2 ) * P (λu 1 + (1 − λ)u 2 ) is in fact affine linear. Taking a rational polytopal cross section of the cone Eff(TV(S)) and applying Lemma 5.3 then shows that a cross section of ∆ Y• (TV(S)) is a rational polytope. Since ∆ Y• (TV(S)) arises as the cone over this rational polytopal cross section it has to be rational polyhedral, too. Finally, let Y • be a toric flag and denote by E ⊂ Q d−1 ⊕ N 1 (TV(S)) Q the cone over Eff(TV(S)) Q with fiber W (ξ) for ξ ∈ Eff(TV(S)) Q . We only have to show that the closure E ⊂ R d−1 ⊕ N 1 (TV(S)) R is rational polyhedral since ∆ Y• (TV(S)) arises as a translation of E induced by the primitive generators of the rays of δ fix , cf. Propositions 3.13 and 3.15. But this claim follows easily from the explicit description of the rational polytope W (h) and the general arguments concerning the piecewise affine structure of " · * P " as a function in ξ we have given above in the first part of the proof.
Remark 5.5. Theorem 5.1 shows that the global Okounkov body of a rational projective complexity-one T -variety TV(S) is determined by the global Okounkov body of the general fiber TV(tail S) and the function " * " which maps an element ξ ∈ N 1 (TV(S)) Q to ξ * . Our result generalizes Theorem 5.2 from [Gon] which states that the global Okounkov body of a rank two toric vector bundle on a smooth projective toric variety with respect to a toric flag of type T 2 (cf. Remark 3.8) is rational polyhedral. However, Theorem 5.1 does not give us any explicit equations for ∆ Y• (TV(S)) as they were obtained in loc. cit.
